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Life Story work is as much a parenting task as doctor visits, reading bedtime stories and pro-
viding transportation. Just like answering the preschooler’s “why” for the 54th time, we need to help our chil-
dren to make sense of their life before, during and after they leave their first family. How do we do this? First
we must believe our kids do better in life by grappling out loud with the  questions “Who Am I?” and “Why
am I in this family?” than doing it alone. Second, we realize we can’t fix or take away their pain. Finally, it
helps to be comfortable with our child’s individual story as well as basic adoption concepts.

What’s your style when it comes to talking about adoption-related stuff? Can you reel off answers off the
top of your head? Do you prefer being spontaneous? If so, consider yourself lucky.  Not me. I have to think
and figure out what I want to say. This is where the lifebook process is invaluable. It has forced me (and many
others) to take the time to nail down life story wording and process feelings before even writing a single word.

Let’s assume we have done our grown up homework and can answer 7 out of 10 “car questions” without
batting an eye. (Car questions are those that sandbag us in the car, late at night,
anytime eye is at a minimum.) Great. The bad news–there’s more work to be
done. Now the goal becomes keeping life story work alive. The older your child,
the harder this becomes. School-aged children think more and talk less about
adoption. They have figured out that being ‘chosen’ also requires being rejected
by someone else. Adoption means they are different than their friends–and their
family may look very different as well. The teen will act it out, just like in their
toddler days. Can you hardly wait?

This brings us back to the importance of life story work. As you juggle every-
day life and adoption issues–never underestimate the power of a good belly
laugh. Remind your child of the time they said something funny. For example,

one child born in China asked her Caucasian parent if everyone started out being Chinese. A funny teachable
moment for sure and what teen doesn’t like hearing stories about their child self? Weave in humor wherever
you can. And remember –never never never wait for questions. It is your responsibility to take the lead and be
proactive.

Growing up adopted, I could barely figure out what I was feeling let alone ask a question. As an adult I can
see how my perceptions and emotional equilibrium have evolved over time.  Maybe 20 years from now our
kids will be complaining that we talked too much about loss/sadness/why/racism. I for one am willing to take
that chance.

Make a commitment to try one of the following suggestions:  Go through the ‘old’ pictures. Change some
of the photos in the house and use some of those creative photo gifts (ie plates, boxes, teddy bears) to incor-
porate old adoption pictures in your home. Of course there are the more conventional night time talks, casual
comments, and letting your child overhear a conversation about them while you are on the phone.

Life Books are an amazing life story tool both for the parent and child/tween/teen. If you never got started
while your child was young, maybe this is something the two of you can take on as a project. Many teens are
into scrap booking and this is even more personal. Even if they don’t consider themselves creative there are
always ways to include their unique interests into the pages. Let them pick the paper, the spe-
cific photos, edit or write the text, etc. 

Don’t forget about attending culture camps/events, cooking ethnic recipes in your home or
going to restaurants. Make a new friend with another adoptive family and you might overhear
your child talking about his or her story in a way not done at home – a gift for both families.
Now that all the movie stars are adopting that’s another new and natural arena for life story
work. What does your tween think about having Brad Pitt for a father or Angelina for a moth-



er?  What kind of step-parent does Katie Holmes make and how do the older Cruise/Kidman kids feel
about the new baby? Have strong discussions about movies or tv shows or books that are offensive or
affirmative in depicting adoption.

Still at the preschool stage? Young children often know more than what we give them credit for! Take
advantage of making natural connections for younger children when you go to the local farm or zoo to
watch the baby animals. “Wow those babies grew inside the mama lamb before they were born. The same
thing happened to you when you were inside of the lady who made you/your first mother/Sarah (if you
know a first name).” Be sure and point out babies growing inside of a friend or relative. Ask if your child
can feel the tummy or a kick. In fact, this is exactly what happens in EMK Press’ newest children’s adoption
book Forever Fingerprints, An Amazing Discovery for Adopted Children by Sherrie Eldridge. Lucy’s aunt
comes over a for a visit and her tummy is “big as a beach ball” because she has a baby growing inside.

Books, especially children’s books, continue to offer one of the easiest ways to broach  any topic, includ-
ing adoption. Books are an important life story tool as they can reinforce the topics presented in a lifebook
or during life story conversations.  Plus, they are a safe way to initiate conversation and tackle tough topics.
Sherrie Eldridge, author and adult adoptee herself, dares to go outside the traditional ‘feel good’ adoption
book into real life. In Forever Fingerprints she has everyone laughing. Ms. Eldridge gracefully describes the
birthing process as she answers the question “How did she get into her birthmother’s tummy?”. Her book
contains many hilarious and typical kids’ questions and musings never before seen in an adoption book.

Combining talk of babies, sex, and adoption can be a delicate recipe.  Add a wallop of giggles and you
have a book that is ripe for helping children understanding their biological beginnings as well as their birth
family connection. And keep at it once you have the momentum going.

Use Forever Fingerprints as a natural jumping off point to get started on a book that talks all about your
child’s story. Some of the ground work has been laid in Sherrie’s book and you can bring it to the next level.
Perhaps your school-aged child just needs a few pages redone. Or maybe THEY want to do the writing of a
whole new version.  This is a great opportunity to see exactly what your child is thinking and feeling and
help them put it down on paper!  
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